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Where have we been (in 2013)?

- **Law on Public Procurement**
  - Q1 2013
  - PPP provisions

- **Rewrite Decision 71**
  - Q2 2013
  - Full rewrite
  - Limited by inconsistency with Decree 108

- **Consolidated Decree**
  - Now
  - Starting with Decision 71
  - Introducing more processes and new concepts

- **Detailed guidance**
  - Circulars
  - Project selection
  - Capacity building
Where are we now?

- Consolidated Decree for Infrastructure
- Office of GOV push for consolidation of Decree 108 & Decision 71
- DFID support on project selection and policy
- ADB/AFD support on project development fund
- World Bank Support on DGPTE
- ADB support on legal reform
What can we expect?

- Revised Decree
- PPP Cycle
- Project approvals
- Role of PDF
- Clarity on Feasibility Studies
- Competitive bidding
- Expanded sector coverage
- GOV support/VGF
- Lender rights
- Circulars under way
- PPP Contract
What’s next?

- Continued revisions to Decree
  - Expected through December

- Approval by Prime Minister
  - Targeting Q1 2014

- Development of PPP guidelines
  - Tendering
  - Evaluation methodologies

- Training of ASAs
  - Need for uniform PPP approach

- Implementation of Projects
  - Already under way
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